
 

This film tells the tale of a karachi man Sharukh. A simple and caring man who is also more than willing to help others. The
only person who seems to care for him is his girlfriend Billo and soon to be wife Tasneem. Tasneem lands a job in London and
decides that she cannot bear leaving Karim-Shaheen behind and thus decides to elope with him. Their planned escape needs
funding, but the only way they can manage this is by taking loans from loan sharks, which will take years before they are finally
repaid. During this period Sharukh opens a food shop and hopefully this will help fund their elopement.A friend of his, Shafqat,
runs a butcher shop next door and soon after is involved in a robbery. Unable to find the guys who stole the money, he decides
to keep it as insurance for his future crimes. He tell Sharukh that he has been offered a job as a businessman in Karachick
where he believes Shafqat will be safe. Sharukh decides to take Shafqat's offer and leave Karachi permanently. He promises
Billo that he will return soon. Sharukh arrives in Karachick and everything seems to be going smoothly until he is caught up with
his life insurance claim after the robbery. Upon meeting up with Shafqat, it is revealed that he has already gotten married. The
wife, Najma, vows to stay by her husband's side no matter what happens. She offers Sharukh's services as a house maid for her
family and soon after they are both having an affair. Sharukh soon realizes that the only way he can get back to Billo is by
becoming a gangster himself. He convinces Shafqat to help him kick start his new life, which results in Shafqat's death. Sharukh
takes on Shafqats identity and forms his own gang with Najma's brother, Faisal. He swears revenge on all who he feels wronged
him, thus getting involved in more crimes and deceit. The film is about the relationship between Sharukh and Billo. How they
become separated due to fate yet never give up their love for each other, even though they are married off to other people.
Sharukh is a simple man who falls in love with the beautiful girl Billo. They both dream of being married one day. But fate has
something different for them. Sharukh's life changes after his friend Shafqat betrays him and runs away from the country with
all the money he took from him. He is asked to get a loan from a loan shark for an important business deal, which will take
years before being paid back.
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